“THE EMPIRE’S MOST SECURE DATA COURIER SERVICE”

ACCORDING TO TRUSTED INDUSTRY LEADERS!

- TRE EXCELLENCE AWARDS
  COURIER SERVICE OF THE YEAR
  2945

- 2945
  TOP HONORS

- UNIVERSAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
  BEST SECURE DATA TRANSFER: FTL COURIER SERVICE
WHEN YOU SELECT FTL COURIER SERVICE AS YOUR DELIVERY METHOD OF CHOICE, YOU CAN BE SURE THAT WE ARE ALWAYS SEEKING NEW WAYS TO GET YOUR SHIPMENT TO WHERE IT'S GOING FASTER AND MORE SECURELY. TO THAT END, WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE NEWEST ADDITION TO OUR EXPANSIVE FLEET: THE GROUND-BREAKING HERALD FROM DRAKE INTERPLANETARY. MARKING A SIGNIFICANT STEP FORWARD IN INTERSTELLAR DATA TRANSFER, THE HERALD FEATURES UNPARALLELED SPEED AND PROTECTION.

WE ALL KNOW THAT TRANSMITTING DATA OVER THE SPECTRUM PUTS YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION AT RISK. TO ENSURE THAT YOUR DATA REMAINS PRIVATE, PHYSICAL DELIVERY OPTIONS LIKE FTL COURIER SERVICE IS THE OPTIMAL METHOD. TOO often in the past though, customers would have to choose between the speed of sending a comm or the security provided by a courier service. But now, thanks to Drake's cutting edge vehicle design, you and your business can finally have both.
COMM SPEED WITH COURIER PROTECTION

Utilizing a combination of powerful dual main thrusters mounted on its sleek frame and the industry gold-standard Tarsus Leaper jump drive, the Herald is built to move your data faster than ever before, and equally important, more reliably. Featuring wing and nose mounted armaments, a full array of countermeasures, and as a final deterrent - dual missile racks, FTL Courier Service’s Herald will make anyone think twice before engaging our highly skilled pilots.

If that weren’t enough, the Herald is constructed with advanced electronic security at its core. From its secure release external data storage pods, advanced rated EMP shielding, and backup power systems, you can be sure that we at FTL Courier Service value protecting your data as much as you do.
Leading Technology

The Herald’s advanced armored computer core runs on a dedicated server that can only be accessed from the secure control terminal. This makes the threat of remote hacking all but eliminated.

As added protection, all data placed inside the data storage pod undergoes a proprietary encryption algorithm that means, even if someone was able to get physical access to your information, it would remain virtually unusable.
OUR TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED FTL COURIER SERVICE HERALD PILOTS UNDERGO REGULAR CERTIFICATION AND ARE EXPERTS AT FLYING THESE SHIFT AND POWERFUL SHIPS.

AND WHILE OUR POLICY IS TO ALWAYS AVOID TROUBLE BEFORE IT STARTS, IF THE SITUATION CALLS FOR IT, OUR PILOTS HAVE THE SKILLS TO USE THE HERALD’S ARSENAL TO NEUTRALIZE AND ESCAPE THREATS, MAKING SURE YOUR DATA STAYS SAFE AND SOUND.
THE RIGHT SHIP FOR YOUR JOB

CONSTRUCTED BY DRAKE WITH DATA HANDLING AT THE FOREFRONT; FTL COURIER SERVICE'S HERALD FLEET IS THE PERFECT SOLUTION TO ALL YOUR DATA TRANSFER NEEDS.
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ALSO FEATURING:
- BACK-UP POWER SUBSYSTEM
- EMP SHIELDING
- HYPERSPEED COMPUTER CORE
DATA STORAGE PODS

With quick loading access ports, the Herald's fully encrypted data storage pods mean your data gets to where it's headed that much faster. Plus, our secure release means that, even in an emergency, your data is always safe.

BROADCAST ARRAY - EXTENDED

SATA-M6A1

The high power broadcast array means that if trouble ever occurs during your shipment, the emergency communication network is only a comm away. Note, radiote data transfer options are available for convenience.
DATA COURIER SERVICE OPTIONS

CHOOSE THE TIER OF SERVICE THAT WORKS FOR YOU.

RAPID EXPRESS
- Data is uploaded remotely to Herald*
- Best in class data encryption
- Delivery window guarantee **

HERALD PRIORITY
- Drake Herald guaranteed as courier ship
- Data manually transferred to and from data storage pods
- Best in class data encryption
- Delivery window guarantee **

PREMIUM PROTECTION PLUS
- Drake Herald and an escort ship* for ultimate security
- Data manually transferred to and from data storage pods with armed escorts
- Best in class data encryption
- Delivery window Platinum guarantee **
- Includes Gold Standard insurance bonding provided by Eclipse Mutual

* Actual ship used may vary based on availability.
** For terms and details of FTL Courier Services Guarantee and Protection Services please contact a business concierge management team member.